This paper defines a notion of topological regular neighborhood for compact triangulable subspaces of topological manifolds, proves a uniqueness theorem for such neighborhoods, and shows that this theorem is in a sense the best possible. These results have obvious applications to regular neighborhoods in manifolds having more than one piecewise linear structure.
1. Introduction and statement of results. The study of piecewise linear (PL) manifolds uses heavily the theory of regular neighborhoods. In view of the results of Kirby, Siebenmann and others on the Hauptvermutung and triangulation problems, it is natural to ask: To what extent are regular neighborhoods unique in a manifold with more than one PL structure ? The Theorem of this paper shows that they are topologically ambiently isotopic in certain circumstances. In order to state and prove the Theorem it is convenient to make the following definition, which is a reasonable analogue of the usual PL notion.
Definition. Let X be a compact triangulable subspace of the interior of a topological manifold Q. We say that N is a topological regular neighborhood of X in Q if:
(1) N is a closed neighborhood of X contained in Int Q (the interior ofß). (2) There is a PL structure on some open neighborhood of N with respect to which X is a PL subspace and N is a regular neighborhood of A'.
Theorem. Let N^ and N2 be topological regular neighborhoods of a connected compact triangulable subspace X" of Int Qn where n^6 and n^p+3.
Then there is an ambient isotopy htof Q such that (1) ht is fixed on X and outside a compact set in Int Q, (2) h0=\Q, (3) h¿NJ=Na.
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There are two ways to attempt to strengthen the Theorem. The first is to require h1\N1 to be PL. A counterexample to this strengthening is given in §3. The second way is to remove the codimension three hypothesis. The necessity of this hypothesis is shown in §4.
2. Proof of the Theorem. Since Int N1 and Int N2 are open mapping cylinder neighborhoods of X, Theorem 1 of [9] gives a homeomorphism h of Int N1 onto Int N2 which is fixed on a neighborhood U of X. Let N be a PL regular neighborhood of X in the PL manifold N1 such that N<=-U. By PL regular neighborhood theory there is an isotopy of the desired type throwing JVj onto N. We shall find an isotopy throwing N onto N2. The composition of these two isotopies satisfies the conclusion of the Theorem.
Let R=N2\lnt N. Since h is fixed on U,
("*«" means "is homeomorphic to"). Thus the composite inclusion dN~-R\dN2-"R is a homotopy equivalence. [8] there is a homeomorphism k of V* onto (Int R)* which is fixed near the infinite point. When the infinite point is deleted, A: is a homeomorphism of V onto Int R fixed on dN2 x (0, s] for some s. Thus
is a homotopy equivalence which is homotopic to the inclusion dN2-*R. So R is a PL A-cobordism between dN and dN2. N and R are joined together along dN, a common PL submanifold, and NuR=N2. Let N3 denote N2 with the PL structure coming from N and R. Also let/: N2->N3 be a cellular homotopy equivalence which is homotopic to the identity map of N2.
Claim 1. The Whitehead torsion t(N3, A/)=0. Let X2 and X3 denote X considered as a PL subspace of the PL manifolds N2 and N3 respectively. The identity map lx:X2->-X3 is a topological but not necessarily a PL where j:R-+N3 is the inclusion. Since the codimension of X is at least three, a simple general position argument shows that/ induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups. Hence, j* is an isomorphism of the respective Whitehead groups, and it follows that r(R, dN)=0. So the i-cobordism theorem finishes the proof of the claim. Let 9Î be a PL regular neighborhood of X in the PL manifold N. Then since RzadNxI, we have that N\Int 9i and JV2\Int 31 are collar neighborhoods of d3l in (2\Int 91. By [1] there is an ambient isotopy of ß\Int 91 fixed on 391 and outside a compact subset of Int Q throwing N\lnt 31 onto N2\lnt 31. The extension of this isotopy by the identity to all of Q then throws N onto N2. The proof of the Theorem is thus finished.
3. A counterexample. Supposition.
In the Theorem h^Ny can be chosen to be PL. Let n^6 be fixed and B(s)={y e Rn~3\\y\^s}. Let 5s have its usual PL structure. Now H3(S3xRn-3;Z2)=Z2.
Let 91 denote FxR"-3 with the PL structure which is exotic up to isotopy [6] . On the basis of the supposition an isotopy Kt:S3xRn~3->-3{ will be constructed so that A^0=l and Ky is a PL homeomorphism. This will contradict the exoticity of 9Î and disprove the supposition.
Consider S3x0<=9i. By [10] there is an ambient isotopy a(:9î-*-9t fixed outside the interior of S3xB(\) such that <x0=1jj and ¿=a1 (S3xO) is a PL subspace of 9Î. Claim 1. If C is a compact subset of 9Ï, then there is a PL regular neighborhood of 2 in 9? which contains C.
Assuming Claim 1 for the moment, we will construct Kt. Let Mit 9JL., /_;0, be sequences of PL regular neighborhoods of S3 x 0 in S3 x Rn~3 such that S3xB(i)^Mi^lnt'iSRi'=imi^Mi+1.
Then \Ji3t" Mi=S3xRn~3.
Similarly, there are sequences N(, 9Ï,, z'^0, of PL regular neighborhoods of 2 in 9i such that N^lñt %<=%<= Ni+1 and U¿aoAr¿=^-Claim 1 is necessary to construct these A^. We now prove by induction the following statement: C(k). For each integer 0_jz<Ä: there is an isotopy /j¿ , : S3 x/c"-3->-9î
for O^/^/'+l such that (a) hiit=h{_lti for 0<t<i, (b) K i+i|9Jl, is a PL homeomorphism of the pair (9ft,-, A/,-) onto (%,Ntj.
(c) *«.«-*<_!., on M,.! for i<r<w+l.
To establish C(l), /z0.( must be defined. Let oc^,, have the PL structure from 9Ji0 via olv Since ax is an ambient homeomorphism, o^SJlo is a topological regular neighborhood of 2 in 91. By the supposition, there is an ambient isotopy ht of 9Î fixed on 2 and outside a compact set such that h^affio is a PL homeomorphism onto 9Î0. Now h^Mç and A',, are PL regular neighborhoods of 2 in 9Î0. So there is a PL ambient isotopy ¡it, 0_í/_^ 1, of 9Î such that /i0= 1%, ¡xt is fixed on 2 and outside a compact subset of Int 9Î0, and /u1h1a.1M0=N0. Set h0 t= ¡ithta.t.
Suppose C(k) is true. To prove C(k+l) hkt must be defined. Let hk_lk be denoted g for simplicity. Give gSOtj. the PL structure from 9JÍ¿.. Since (%g3Jlk)^(S3xRn-3,'mk)^(S3xRn-3,S3xB(l)), it follows that 9Î is homeomorphic to g9K,. with a half-open collar added on the boundary. Hence the PL structure of g^Rk extends to all of 9?. Let 91* be the resultant PL manifold. Then g3Jtk\lnt gMk and gA/fc\Int(g*DVi) are PL collars in 91*. So there is a PL ambient isotopy of 9?* taking g3Rk to g9Jïi._1=9îi_1
and taking gMk to A^-i with a collar added on its boundary. This may be followed by a PL isotopy of 9Î taking 9c)t_1 onto 9cfc and the collared Nk_x onto Nk. Both of these isotopies can be fixed on gMk_1=Nk_v Let hkt be hk_lt followed by the composition of these two isotopies appropriately reparametrized. Conditions (a), (b), and (c) are easily checked.
Define h, : S3 x R"-3-* 91 for i^O by ht=hit]t where [i] is the greatest integer _?i. h(x, t) = ht(x) is easily seen to be continuous. Define hoe(x) = Iimf^oe ht(x). Claim 2. hx is a well-defined PL homeomorphism. Let x e Mk, /_;/<:+1, m= [t] . Then x e Mm_x and ht(x)=hmA(x)=hm_1_m(x) by (c). If m>k+1, then m-lgr/V+1, x e Mm_2 and h,n_lm(x)=hm_2m_1(x).
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